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 Stuart Davis's Appropriation of Advertising

 The Tobacco Series, 1921-1924

 Barbara Zabel

 Lucky Strike (detail), 1924. Oil on
 paperboard, 18 x 24 inches. Hirshhorn

 Museum and Sculpture Garden,

 Smithsonian Institution, Washington,

 D.C., Museum purchase

 In the early 1920s Stuart Davis (1894-
 1964) executed a series of paintings on
 the theme of tobacco with references to

 smoking, packaging, and advertising. Bull
 Durham, one of the earliest in the series,

 features a profile of the massive mascot of
 the brand, the Durham bull, a trompe
 l'oeil leather thong, the words Zig Zag,
 and a simulated square of burlap, all
 arranged as if in a collage (fig. 1). Along
 with the other paintings in the series, Bull

 Durham reflects the artist's increasing
 sensitivity to themes and motifs from

 American popular culture and represents

 part of an ongoing transgression of the
 line between high and low culture. The
 series also illuminates the nation's chang-
 ing social habits as well as advertising's

 burgeoning power in the postwar years.
 Given its multileveled implications, the
 Tobacco series is crucial for comprehend-

 ing American modernism and American
 society at large.

 Davis's tobacco paintings are pivotal,
 too, in the artist's transition from his

 formative years as an Ash Can school
 artist and toward his mature stance as a

 modernist. Early in his career, Davis was

 attracted to the socialist politics of Robert
 Henri, and he contributed illustrations to

 the leftist periodical The Masses. In the

 years following 1913, Davis jettisoned his
 Ash Can style, calling the idea of the artist

 as "'the poet of the alleys'. .. a bit of
 nonsense" and advocating "getting away
 from the old Masses point of view which
 is as dead as a thousand devils."' He

 turned instead to an experimentation with
 European modernism. Like many Ameri-
 can artists, Davis felt rather inadequate

 after seeing paintings by the European
 artists in the Armory Show of 1913,

 prompting a desire to "catch up" with
 European modernism. But Davis also
 wanted to retain a distinctive American-

 ness in his painting. This impulse, too,
 was widespread. The years immediately
 following the Armory Show marked a

 period when American artists became

 increasingly aware of their national
 identity as artists.2 A corollary of this

 awareness was the recognition of certain
 modern phenomena as uniquely Ameri-
 can; a canonization of bridges, skyscrap-
 ers, and machines-as well as advertis-

 ing-provided a means of reasserting a
 sense of Americanness. Ironically, the

 presence in New York of such European
 painters as Francis Picabia, Marcel
 Duchamp, and Albert Gleizes, among
 others, and their enthusiasm for America

 fostered this openness to native subjects

 among American modernists.
 World War I provided a powerful

 boost not only to this newly enhanced
 American identity but also to the Ameri-
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 can economy. Prosperity spurred on the

 development of advertising, which took
 off like never before in the booming
 postwar economy.3 Davis's tobacco
 paintings show a fascination with the new
 advertising; they also show a determina-

 tion, in Davis's words, to be "rigorously

 logical. American not French." He said of
 his tobacco paintings: "I feel that [they]
 are an original note without parallel so far
 as I can see. . . . [They are] really original

 American work."4 Indeed, these paintings
 represent his first successful adaptation of

 European modernism to a distinctively
 American idiom.

 While the tobacco paintings' sources
 and references are emphatically American,

 they demonstrate a thorough understand-

 ing of European modernism, particularly

 Synthetic Cubism. Alfred Stieglitz had
 exhibited collages by Braque and Picasso
 at his gallery "291" in the winter of
 1914-15, and with his newly awakened
 interest in modernism, Davis was sure to

 have absorbed their lessons. His journal
 entry several years later reflected his belief
 that "the hint of 'JOURNAL' in Cubism
 should be carried on."' Davis's appropria-
 tion of words and collaging of images,
 however, has an entirely different orienta-

 tion. Whereas the thrust of Synthetic

 Cubist collage was to evoke the artist's
 cafe and studio environment using collage
 elements like cigarette packaging, newspa-

 per fragments, and paper cut in the shape

 of tabletops and wine glasses, as in

 Braque's Glass and Cigarette Pack (fig. 2),
 such allusions to the artist's immediate

 working and living ambiance are non-
 existant in Davis's works.

 In Lucky Strike, for example, the artist
 excluded the Cubists' references to cafe

 still lifes-wine glasses, guitars, checker-
 boards, tables, and so on (fig. 3). He thus
 severed the links with cafe or studio life

 and simply presented the tobacco pack-
 age. In doing so Davis provided a new
 context-one more commercial than

 artistic. Spurning the cafe and studio

 58 Fall 1991
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 1 (opposite) Bull Durham, 1921.
 Oil on canvas, 30 ?4 x 15 /4 inches.

 Baltimore Museum of Art, Edward

 Joseph Gallagher III Memorial
 Collection

 2 (above) Georges Braque, Glass and
 Cigarette Pack, 1914. Pencil,
 charcoal, gouache, chalk, and pasted

 paper on cardboard, 13 3/4 x 10 7/8 in.

 The Art Institute of Chicago, Gift of

 Mrs. Gilbert W. Chapman

 3 Lucky Strike, 1921. Oil on canvas,
 33 ? x 18 inches. Collection, The
 Museum of Modern Art, Gift of the

 American Tobacco Company, Inc.
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 4 John Peto, Old Time Letter Rack,
 1894. Oil on canvas, 30 x 25 in.

 Boston Museum of Fine Arts, Bequest
 of Maxim Karolik

 5 Kurt Schwitters, Merzz 19,

 1920. Collage, 7 V4 x 5 7/8 in. Yale

 University Art Gallery, Gift of

 Collection Soci&dt Anonyme, Estate
 of Katherine S. Dreier

 trappings so central to the collages of
 Braque and Picasso, Davis approached his
 subject more abstractly through the

 medium of advertising and packaging;
 that is, he took the techniques of Syn-
 thetic Cubism out of the studio and into

 the world of commerce-American
 commerce. This recontextualization

 highlighted the impersonalization of the

 tobacco package itself and of American
 advertising in general. The tobacco theme
 thus provided a means of adopting

 European modernism while naturalizing
 it into a thoroughly American idiom.

 The argument has been made that
 these works perpetuate the American

 tradition of still life painting, particularly

 the trompe l'oeil tradition of John Peto
 and William Harnett. Davis's trompe
 l'oeil illusions in Bull Durham-the

 shadow of the tobacco pouch drawstring
 and the convincingly rendered patch of
 textured burlap-do indeed recall such
 illusionistic renderings as those in Peto's
 Old Time Letter Rack (fig. 4). Both Peto
 and Davis attempted to mimic objects
 that were essentially two-dimensional, the

 better to deceive the eye. In drawing on

 smoking's connotations of passing
 pleasures, Peto's works can be seen as a
 continuation of the vanitas theme,

 especially of seventeenth-century Dutch

 and Flemish painting. Davis's, on the
 other hand, are emphatically impersonal,

 reflecting his exhortation to "copy the
 nature of the present days-photographs
 and advertisements."6 Davis sought to
 exploit not the subjective but the objec-
 tive-things rather than feelings, sensa-
 tions of the modern world rather than

 private meditations.
 Davis desired to transcend past tradi-

 tions, whether they related to American
 still lifes or Cubism, and Cubism became

 his primary target: "After producing some
 of the finest works of all time Cubism is

 academized .... Cubism is dead. Dead of
 what-Dada." His attacks on Cubism

 echoed those of Duchamp, who lamented

 Cubism's obsession with technical facility
 at the expense of intellectual rigor. "The
 technical processes well understood,"
 Davis wrote, "it becomes necessary to plot
 the direction of the idea."7 The Dadaist of

 most relevance to Davis's work was not,

 however, Duchamp, but Kurt Schwitters,
 whose works were featured at the galleries

 of the Soci&C Anonyme in 1920 and
 again in 1921. Like Braque and Picasso,
 Schwitters used actual cigarette labels and

 wrappers in collages such as Merzz 19 (fig.
 5). But unlike the Cubists, who tended to

 subsume collage elements into the realm
 of the artists' cafe environs, Schwitters

 presented cigarette labels and wrappers as
 themselves, as nothing more than the

 detritus of a modern consumer society
 with throw-away habits. Davis, however,
 was interested in an entirely different

 phase of the cycle of producing, consum-

 ing, and discarding. Especially in Lucky
 Strike, Davis presented brilliantly colored,

 highly designed images whose allusions
 are to the new, to promises of a jazzy

 present and a bright future. Indeed, these
 are associations fostered by advertising
 itself.

 In the early years of this century there

 developed a close relation between
 modern art and advertising, a reciprocity
 based on shared goals. As Jackson Lears
 has written, after 1910 admakers became

 increasingly concerned about the clutter
 of the consumer's "perceptual landscape."
 The accelerated attempt to attract atten-
 tion, to "stop the busy viewer in his
 tracks," led to a new precision of form in

 advertising. Concurrently, the modernist

 artists also sought simplicity of design and

 eye-catching boldness. As Davis wrote,
 "The best adds [sic] to-day have as their
 dominant assets-high visibility and that
 is a quality for which I have long striven."
 Modernist artist and progressive advertiser

 alike sought "not to tell a story," accord-
 ing to Lears, "but to create a cluster of
 images that would resonate with a reader
 or viewer."8

 60 Fall 1991
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 6 Cigarette Papers, 1921. Oil, bronze
 paint, and pencil on canvas, 19 x 14
 inches. The Menil Collection,

 Houston

 Davis's statement and his resonant

 presentation of such content are not,
 however, without irony, and it is this

 irony that separates his art from its source.

 Indeed, the iconoclastic spirit of Davis's
 formative Ash Can years persists in the
 Tobacco series, though now transformed

 from political commentary to a playful
 subversiveness more characteristic of

 Dada. The artist's journals establish the
 subversive intentions of this series. At one

 point, he proposes filling in "the outline
 of a head ... with a tobacco label"; at

 another, filling in "the outline of a figure

 ... with the advertising copy of Campbell's
 soup.... It seems to me that this would
 be screamingly funny and would satisfy
 any perverse tendencies one might have in
 the bargain."' When it came to painting a
 series based on advertising, Davis made a
 significant choice: he opted for tobacco,

 not Campbell's Soup. (Not until forty
 years later would Andy Warhol introduce

 the latter.) Whereas Campbell's Soup was
 an unobjectionable subject, tobacco was
 surrounded by a fair amount of contro-

 versy when Davis began his series at the

 beginning of Prohibition. As soon as the
 Eighteenth Amendment was ratified in
 1920, Prohibitionists revived the
 antitobacco movement. "Prohibition is

 won; now for tobacco" became the motto
 of tobacco abolitionists.'1 Davis's initia-

 tion of such a theme in 1921 suggests his
 self-proclaimed perversity in addressing
 such issues of the day.

 Davis's works also make reference to

 the transformation of social habits,

 specifically the changing social patterns of

 tobacco consumption during the postwar
 years. Cigarette papers such as Zig Zag
 and La Crosse are prominently displayed
 in Bull Durham and in Cigarette Papers
 (fig. 6). These references attest to the

 growing popularity of cigarette smoking
 as opposed to other forms of tobacco

 consumption-pipe and cigar smoking
 and tobacco chewing. During the postwar
 years, men who had smoked cigars and
 pipes were switching to cigarettes at a
 rapid rate. As social critic Michael

 Schudson notes, "Cigarette tobacco
 outsold pipe tobacco for the first time in

 1919; it passed cigars in 1921 and it
 outsold chewing tobacco for the first time
 in 1922.""

 What accounts for the increasing
 popularity of cigarettes among men at this
 time? Until World War I cigarettes were
 regarded as "a debasement of manhood."
 Boys were warned, "With every breath of

 cigarette smoke, you inhale imbecility and

 61 American Art
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 7 Sweet Caporal 1922. Watercolor
 and oil on canvas, 20 x 18 /2 inches.

 Thyssen-Bornemisza Collection,

 Lugano, Switzerland

 exhale manhood." Advertising campaigns
 tried to counter this prevailing image.

 One of the more outrageous attempts was

 the copy for a Bull Durham advertise-
 ment of 1914: "Environment doesn't
 make a man-or a 'Bull' Durham

 smoker. There are red-blooded, self-

 reliant, energetic 'men' in every walk of

 life ... who find thorough satisfaction in
 the fresh, fragrant cigarettes they roll for
 themselves from 'Bull' Durham to-

 bacco."12 The inclusion in Bull Durham

 of Zig Zag cigarette papers and the leather
 thong used for securing a tobacco pouch
 refers not to a package of cigarettes but to
 a package of loose tobacco marketed for
 those who roll their own. Indeed, all of

 Stuart Davis's tobacco paintings depict
 packages of tobacco rather than pre-rolled
 cigarettes. (Even Lucky Strike, often

 viewed as a package of cigarettes, features
 loose, "roll cut" tobacco.) Davis's allusion
 to the supposedly more manly activity of

 rolling one's own cigarettes certainly
 illuminates something of the changing
 social habits of the postwar years, but

 more important perhaps, it also reveals his
 need to associate modern painting with a
 distinctively male enterprise, thus validat-

 ing this mode of painting, still largely

 unappreciated in the United States.
 The entry of the United States into

 World War I in 1917 did more to change
 the image of cigarettes-to legitimate
 cigarette smoking as a masculine habit-
 than advertising campaigns. General John

 J. Pershing cabled Washington, D.C.,
 during World War I: "Tobacco is as
 indispensable as the daily ration; we must
 have thousands of tons of it without

 delay." The result, as journalist Susan
 Wagner has written, "was a virtual

 stampede to send tobacco to the boys
 overseas." Significantly, the date on the
 tobacco sticker in Davis's BullDurham

 reads 1917, the year of the United States'
 entry into the war and the year the

 American Tobacco Company was ship-
 ping boxcars of Bull Durham tobacco to

 U.S. soldiers. Almost overnight the
 cigarette became a potent symbol of

 American patriotism, so much so that

 opponents of tobacco were considered
 anti-American.13 Given his celebration of

 tobacco products at this time, it is safe to

 assume that Davis too was caught up in
 the patriotic fervor surrounding the
 "Great War." If so, this sentiment would

 have been a dramatic departure from his
 Ash Can socialism of the previous decade.

 Sweet Caporal another in the Tobacco
 series, plays on advertising techniques of
 the time as well as military references-

 military rank, in particular-as a way of
 glorifying the cigarette habit (fig. 7).
 Sweet Caporal was marketed by the
 American Tobacco Company as a slightly
 upscale tobacco. The American Heritage
 Dictionary defines caporalas "a strong,
 dark cigarette and pipe tobacco derived
 from the French 'tabac de caporal,'
 Corporal's tobacco, (superior to 'tabac de
 soldat,' soldier's tobacco)." Although the
 tobacco had been on the market since the

 late nineteenth century, the popularity of

 "Sweet Caps," as they were called once
 they were rolled, at the time of World

 War I may have been, at least in part, a
 result of their timely military associations.

 Featuring a torn-open package of tobacco
 next to military headgear, the words U.S.
 America, and schematized renderings of
 sun rays, Sweet Caporalsubtly exposes the

 none-too-subtle associations forged by
 cigarette tobacco advertising.

 In playing on the advertising and

 packaging of tobacco, Davis found a
 means of naturalizing European modern-
 ism. The Tobacco series' references are

 emphatically to American products and
 social habits and to the American adver-

 tising environment. At the same time,
 these works document transformations

 within the realm of marketing itself. Bull

 Durham and Lucky Strike, for instance,
 document the change from bulk to

 individual packaging. While the trompe
 I'oeil burlap in BullDurham refers to bulk

 63 American Art
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 8 Campbell's Soup advertisement,
 American Magazine 108 (October
 1929): 75

 9 Murad advertisement, Harper's
 Weekly 62 (19 February 1916):
 back cover

 packaging, which was in the process of
 being phased out at this time, Lucky Strike
 alludes to highly designed individual
 packages. Advertising designers increas-

 ingly featured the package itself as

 advertising. Davis himself extolled "the
 beauty of [this kind of] packing. Where a

 few decades ago everything was packed in
 barrels and boxes, they now are packed

 singly or in dozen or half-dozen lots as the
 control over distribution increases. This

 symbolizes a very high civilization in
 relation to other civilizations."'4 And, of

 course, it also signifies the manipulative

 power of advertising, which reinforced the
 brand name in each and every highly

 designed package.
 Davis's enlargement of the package

 itself, especially in Lucky Strike, inevitably

 anticipated Warhol's Campbell's Soup
 series. Like Warhol, Davis approximated
 the scale not of what he chose to repre-

 sent, but of bill posters, and by blowing
 up the package he underscored its "high

 visibility." Writing in Broom magazine
 about the same time, the American writer

 Matthew Josephson advocated a greater
 sensitivity among younger writers "to the
 particular qualities in their material

 environment," urging them to take "fresh
 stimulus ... [from] the literature of the

 billposter." Both Davis and Josephson
 openly embraced the new advertising
 environment. In this sense, their appro-

 priation of advertising reflects a greater

 affirmation of the present than does

 Warhol's. As Adam Gopnik has pointed
 out, Warhol "remained attached to an

 extraordinarily... old-fashioned cast of
 characters," the Campbell's Soup can
 being "an object that dates from the turn
 of the century, from the first flowering of

 American commercial design." Far from
 appropriating contemporary motifs in
 commercial marketing, Warhol con-
 sciously chose a product associated
 through its advertising with a simpler,
 more rural America (fig. 8). Rather than
 Warhol's (and Campbell's) nostalgia,

 Davis's offers an emphatic contemporane-
 ity. Who during the postwar years could

 be nostalgic about a Lucky Strike logo just

 redesigned in 1917?15 That Davis selected
 for his subject Lucky Strikes instead of
 such brands as Camels (Lucky Strike's
 major competitor at the time) or Murads,
 another popular cigarette, is also notewor-
 thy. Whereas Camel and Murad packages
 and advertisements (fig. 9) promised the
 thrill of Near Eastern exoticism, with its

 attendant escapism and eroticism, Lucky
 Strikes-and Davis's paintings-offered
 a "strikingly" modern, American visual
 experience.

 During his entire career Davis was
 essentially an urban painter; that is, he

 thrived on and expressed in his works the
 visual and aural rhythms of the contem-

 porary urban world, from jazz and the

 congestion of the streets to neon signs and

 billboards. Cigarette smoking, too,
 increasingly acquired urban associations
 in the postwar years and thus quite

 naturally became a central theme in

 Davis's art. Clues to the cigarette's
 urbanity can be found in texts of the

 period. In a story appearing in Ladies
 HomeJournalin 1922, for instance, John
 Smith, a regular cigar smoker, switches to

 cigarettes on arrival in New York, "a

 transition of taste charged to the metro-

 politan life."''16 That cigarette smoking,
 more than other forms of tobacco con-

 sumption, was thought to be cosmopoli-
 tan and "citified" undoubtedly affected

 Davis's decision to paint such a series.
 Indeed, with their bold graphics, his

 tobacco paintings took advantage of such
 urban associations.

 With its horizontal format, the Lucky

 Strike painting in the Hirshhorn Museum
 alludes more to landscape than to
 cityscape and is thus somewhat of an

 anomaly in the series (fig. 10). Rather
 than simulating a billposter, as does the
 painting of the same title in the Museum
 of Modern Art (see fig. 3), the Hirshhorn
 version suggests a billboard in a landscape

 64 Fall 1991
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 10 Lucky Strike, 1924. Oil on
 paperboard, 18 x 24 inches.

 Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture
 Garden, Smithsonian Institution,

 Washington, D.C., Museum

 purchase
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 11 Lucky Strike advertisement,

 American Magazine 110 (Septem-
 ber 1930): 129

 setting, as if seen from the perspective of a

 passing automobile (another recurrent
 theme of Davis's). Such a conflation of

 billboard and landscape brings to mind
 the pronouncements of Fernand Lager, an
 artist who prepared the way for Davis's

 commentary on the advertising environ-
 ment: "The advertising billboard, dictated
 by modern commercial needs, that

 brutally cuts across a landscape is one of
 the things that has most infuriated so-

 called men of... good taste.... And yet,
 this yellow or red poster, shouting in a
 timid landscape, is the best of possible

 reasons for the new painting." As if
 echoing Leger, Davis's billboard-like
 conflation of images-a Lucky Strike
 package, cigarette papers, and pipe-
 dominates a landscape indicated by subtle
 brown and blue bands of color. Interest-

 ingly, the Hirshhorn painting also
 anticipates actual Lucky Strike advertise-

 ments in which the cigarette package is
 seen floating in space against a landscape
 background (fig. 11). Instead of the
 accompanying advertising copy, however,
 Davis includes a fragment of the front
 page of the sports section of the New

 York Evening ournal-a sign of the
 interchangeability of mass media. Davis
 himself identified equally with advertising
 and news media: "I do not belong to the
 human race but am a product made by
 the American Can Co. and the New York

 Evening Journal." To complicate the
 matter further, Davis chose a fragment
 from the sports page that included a

 comic strip by the cartoonist TAD citing

 euphemisms for alcohol and drinking-
 clearly a parody of the hypocrisies of
 Prohibition and a corroboration of the

 relationship between the antitobacco and
 Prohibition movements of the day.17 In its

 appropriation of cartoon art, Lucky Strike
 further confounds the relationship

 between high and low culture.
 Stuart Davis's revolutionary tobacco

 paintings celebrate the audacity and

 vibrant energy of advertising's early boom
 days. More than a simple veneration of
 popular culture in America, these works

 document the nation's changing cultural
 environment and social habits during the
 postwar years while exposing the manipu-
 lative artistry of advertising. In reinter-

 preting the visual imagery that pervaded
 everyday life of the early twentieth

 century and renegotiating the relationship
 between high and low culture, Stuart
 Davis effectively revitalized the avant-
 garde aesthetic tradition in America.

 66 Fall 1991
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 Notes

 Many thanks to the National Museum of
 American Art, Washington, D.C., for the
 Visiting Scholars grant that made this study

 possible; to Garnett McCoy of the Archives
 of American Art, Washington, D.C.; to
 Robert Hunter, Mercersburg, Pennsylvania,
 for making the Stuart Davis Papers available
 to me; and to G. Thomas Couser for editorial
 advice.

 1 Stuart Davis, Journal 1920-1922,
 microfilm roll #3842, 16 November

 1922, p. 176, and 27 May 1922, p. 113,
 Archives of American Art, Smithsonian

 Institution, Washington, D.C. Microfilm
 copy (hereafter cited as Journal) from

 Stuart Davis Papers courtesy of Robert

 Hunter, Mercersburg, Penn.

 2 For a further discussion of this issue see

 Matthew Baigell, "American Art and
 National Identity: The 1920s," Arts

 Magazine 61 (February 1987): 48-55.

 3 See Roland Marchand, Advertising the
 American Dream: Making Way for

 Modernity, 1920-1940 (Berkeley:
 University of California Press, 1985), and
 Stephen Fox, The Mirror Makers: A

 History ofAmerican Advertising and Its
 Creators (New York: William Morrow

 and Company, 1984), pp. 78-117, for
 histories of advertising in the postwar

 years, and Jane Webb Smith, Smoke

 Signals: Cigarettes, Advertising and the

 American Way ofLife (Chapel Hill:
 University of North Carolina Press,

 1990), for a more specialized study of

 cigarette advertising and American
 culture.

 4 Davis, Journal, February 1922, p. 69,
 and 29 May 1921, p. 39.

 5 Davis, Journal, 12 March 1921, quoted
 in John R. Lane, Stuart Davis: Art and

 Art Theory (New York: Brooklyn
 Museum, 1978), p. 96. See Lane, pp. 7-
 19, for a discussion of Davis's formative

 years, and Lewis Kachur, "Stuart Davis
 and Bob Brown: 'The Masses' to 'The

 Paris Bit,' Arts Magazine 57 (October
 1982): 70-73, for an analysis of
 typography in Davis's work.

 6 Davis, Journal, 18 March 1921, p. 18.
 Karen Wilkin, Stuart Davis (New York:

 Abbeville Press, 1987), pp. 87-88, and J.
 J. Sweeney, Stuart Davis (New York:
 Museum of Modern Art, 1945), p. 13,
 have made the connection with the

 American trompe l'oeil tradition, Wilkin

 noting that Davis's dealer, Edith Halpert,
 also exhibited William Harnett; see p.
 226. On smoking and the vanitas theme,
 see Dolores Mitchell, "The Iconology of
 Smoking in Turn-of-the-Century Art,"
 Source 6, no. 3 (1987): 27.

 7 Davis, Journal, Summer 1922, pp. 130,
 118.

 8 T. Jackson Lears, "Uneasy Courtship:
 Modern Art and Modern Advertising,"

 American Quarterly 39 (Spring 1987):
 137; Davis, Journal, 1 June 1921, p. 56.

 9 Davis, Journal, 12 March 1921, p. 17-18.

 10 Susan Wagner, Cigarette Country: Tobacco
 in American History and Politics (New

 York: Praeger Publishers, 1971), p. 46.

 11 Michael Schudson, Advertising, The
 Uneasy Persuasion: Its Dubious Impact on

 American Society (New York: Basic
 Books, 1984), p. 184. After World War I
 cigarette smoking was becoming, if not

 acceptable, at least more fashionable

 among women as well (see Schudson,
 "The Public Legitimation of Cigarettes
 for Women," pp. 185-91); however, it
 was the men who were doing the

 switching and who still dominated the
 market, thus my exclusion of women.

 12 Wagner, p. 43. Bull Durham advertise-
 ment illustrated in "SoldAmerica!"-

 The First Fifty Years (New York:

 American Tobacco Company, 1954),
 p. 56.

 13 Wagner, p. 44-45.

 14 Davis, Journal, 29 May 1921, p. 38.

 15 Matthew Josephson, "The Great
 American Billposter," Broom 3 (Novem-
 ber 1922): 312; Adam Gopnik, "The
 Innocent," The New Yorker 65 (10 April
 1989): 111. For a history of Lucky Strike

 packaging see Chris Mullen, Cigarette
 Pack Art (New York: St. Martin's Press,

 1979), pp. 54-55, and "SoldAmerica!"
 pp. 74-78.

 16 Harry Burke, "Women Cigarette
 Fiends," Ladies Home ournal(June
 1922): 19, as quoted in Schudson, p.
 198.

 17 Leger, "Contemporary Achievements in

 Painting," Soirdes de Paris (1914), quoted
 in Fernand Leger, Functions ofPainting,

 ed. Edward F. Fry (New York: Viking
 Press, 1973), p. 12; Davis, Journal, April
 1921, p. 28. Davis's source here is the
 New York EveningJournal (16 February
 1924), Sports section, p. 4, photocopy in
 the Stuart Davis Files, Hirshhorn
 Museum, Smithsonian Institution,

 Washington, D.C. Davis retains only the
 word poisoned from TAD's blurb: "I
 don't think I'll ever be right again-that
 ice cream last night poisoned me." For a
 further discussion of the appropriation of

 comic strip and cartoon iconography by
 Stuart Davis and other artists see John

 Carlin and Sheena Wagstaff, The Comic
 Art Show: Cartoons in Painting and

 Popular Culture (New York: Whitney
 Museum of American Art, downtown

 branch, 1983), and Kirk Varnedoe and

 Adam Gopnik, "Comics," in High 6&
 Low: Modern Art and Popular Culture
 (New York: Museum of Modern Art,

 1990), pp. 153-230.
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